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|- INTRODUCTION

National System of Innovation (NSt) is an important

concept and a useful reference for the discussion of the

technological dynamics of different countries. But it can not

be used to discuss Non-OECD countries uncritically.

This paper offers an initial investigation of the

theoretical mediations which may be necessary if the NSI

concept is to be applied appropriately to Non-OECD

countries. The specificity of Non-OECD countries suggests

that the concept of NSI needs important qualifications to be

used in relation to those economies.

This paper suggests a tentative and rudimentary

“typology” of NSls, focusing especially Non-OECD countries.

This tentative “typology” clusters various countries around

science and technology indicators and anecdotal evidence.

This “typology” is a contribution to an evaluation, in parti-

cular, of the status of the Brazilian NSI.

The starting points and theoretical background of the

rudimentary and tentative “typology” are: 1) Nelson’s (1993)

description of NSls diversity; 2) Freeman’s (1995) discussion

of the distinct characteristics of some NSls (Japan, former

USSR, East Asian NICs, and Latin American countries); 3)

Patel & Pavitt’s (1994) suggestion that NSIs should be

measured and might be compared.

This paperis divided into two main parts. Part | sury

the literature, summarises some theoreticaljustificati eys

suggests a tentative and rudimentary NSls t ion, and

presents some characteristics of “ideal

the firm level, and performs Stati

ypology. Part \\
, types” NSls, looks at

Stical exercises,
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UNDPART I: THE “TYPOLOGY” BACKGRO

{. NSI: Concert, Diversity

j long-termi is a major force of Oar

recoath “Dos, Freeman & ‘oaechnoloaieal

Soonerare, how countries manage then they mill forge

aeons| veucial to determine whether in with leading

Seaallbehind or succeed in catchingahead, ta

economies.

lexi is a product of a complex

echogiOe ontirms networks, anversities:neal

Mey tite ‘onal societies, activities ot arcnn

panrsens Poieeecnstitutions, educational an ormational

MOeee aoavernment agencies, and pu ae resoinfrastructure, oeetwork of firms, institutio ath Nek

This compre ‘pose the “capitalist engine or aemma

reo8O) They feed the long term sourceson, 1990}.

growth.

s Nationaflex network has been descr Lundvall,This comp * vation (NSI} (Freeman, This concept hasSystems of 503. Patel & PavittOe (Edquist, 1997,1992; seeing attention in the literaturwreceived gro
resents a recent survey).p

her it is a theoryt of NSI (whetf the concep
est scope of

The oa framework) is beyond the men 's enough taor a conceptua chieve this paper’s objectives " the neo.this paper. 0 “SI is a concept that ee honepoint that: ian theoretical elaboration of the re “° p
r

;
Soooeteehnical change, economic growth,oeions: 2) NSI is a workable concinstitutions;

limited understanding of Mainstrea

and
Ept to pinpoint the
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of institutions, and institutional buildin9 (both intended andunintended) in economic growth.

Using this Concept as guideline, interesting comparative
analysis have been done. Nelson (1993) is a major example.
These Comparative analysis hNSlIs: their diversity,

ave pinpointed One feature of
History is a major Source of this diversity (Zysman,

1995). Institutional building and different national
technological trajectOries create Systems of innovation with

different characteristics.

The diversity among NSis IS @ produ

2) Firms commitment to in-hous€ R&D, as Well as their
Capacity to finance it.

3) Role of Public R&D institutions.

€ role of government
lon) among the Constitutive Institutions of

the innovation Systems.
2 ma
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isation within a
isation and decentralisaof centralisation

inancing sources).aI yerern (amonginstitutions, regions, financingnational syste

,
1

es.

neering resourcf ience and englSize of scie10) Si

i instituti (general,ze an i tional institutionsSi uality of educa11) Size and qu

vocational, universities).

q Ss.

gi perrormance4 Relation ip technologicali shi between ca ) {

and so | | aNone in other words, relationship between
cia co ° t

NSI and the institutions of a welfare state

idence ofich anecdotal evi3) presents ric tadient ofNelson ferences It is possible to are og nolnts,
ese rtpositions in each of the former fourtedifferent po

i ity among NSls, Patel & Pavitt

Yedvance eofurther they highlight the challenge

Uinaasurement The suggest that NSIs should be me ‘uredof measurement. ated. But, they point out, heen nm

rewsie.sum varises all difficulties found in the Sst aof NSls sent.oftechnological activities and techno ogiremen

change in themselves.

itt & Patel (1996) measure and compare NSIs
roe their evaluation in some key features as: 1)eeeort for basic research; 2) workforce skills; 3)pubic eefunded R&D; 4) systems of finance and

ae sagement: 5) characteristics of
analysing these subjects, they
within OECD NStIs:
“myopic” (USA, UK).

competitive rivalry.
identify a broad avision

1) “dynamic” (Japan, Germany);



will Constitute a ¢
Set of Countries
d

beyond the Scope o

Cross-country

Comparisons) have Concentrated on analysin9 differences of
NSIs_ within OECD Countries (for instance: Patel & Pavitt,ylecote, 1997). This is understandable,ta Constraint” that exists in relation to°9Y indicators outside OECH countries.However,
and Non-OEcCp

€ mere Existence of these

entities does not mean, Straightforwardly, the functioning of
an effective, real, NSI.

Second, therefore, to discuss NS! in the Capitalist

Periphery, it is Necessary to €Stablish Mediations and
qualifications Summing UP, to avoid inthe NS| concept

. It
set Constitute

a
ategory identified as “ma(the “Mature” NSiIs) has importantthis Category, but this discussion isf this Paper.

ifferences Within
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: CATCHING UPHI]. BENCHMARK FOR NON-OECD Economies: NSI For

. onomic (androcess of overcoming “ 8norenontencoue Even

ine eal position is not passive nore the necessity oftechno ssical scholars (Lucas, 08) rigger the “mechanicsneo-cia in education, toast, Ine
ot push ainvesimen’s. srowth’ Market forces atone up p°

in .
of econome yeeckwardness towards catchingcountry

t of “socialts a broad concepi 1986) sugges :
f economicrae with the multiple sures the definitioncapability

Itiple factors involved faret." The multiple te ial institutions to welfa

developmen
ilitv’(from financial ins

ful
of “social cap indication a preconditio

-astitutional
vo

indicatio

itutiona
conditions) ar”eecs: a complex process of instcatching up p
building.

88) consider thatd Fagerberg (19 ‘al
Freeman estig a precondition for a successthe formation

catching up process.

formationfore, there is a relationship perween bias two-way

There ‘i the catching up process. it is necessary to
of a NSI an To rephrase this relationship,i tching up NSI.

relationship. finition of the main goal for a cae point here.
The idea o Sl formation in backwar

t a“
e

the process or “ improving the country’s absorptivhave the gcapability”.

“absorptive Capability”, it isrressing ocitythemain difference between thepossible igaldynamics of developed a
countries. The main difference is that ¢
Cechnological change lies abroad,
must be able to absorb 'nnovatio
countries to improve their inward“absorptive Capability” Pinpoints tw

nd developing

he key elements of
SO developing countries

NS generated in foreign

Condition. The idea of

0 elements: 1) the main

11



Orptive Capability”
highlights the in

technological
cumulativity,

important

2) Innovation theory.
the literature of te
innovations in at least four

From Freeman’s (1994) Survey ofcal change, jt is Possible to ranka) radical innovations:

process. Starting from
a backward country_» MUSt Upgragthe stage of minor incremental

Série Textos para Discussao

. hnologiese creative adaptation of hiffucion ofinvolves a aeoad allowing a broader complex. (butgenerated ape’ evolution supposes lg ical imports
Oey bination between eeeo 1993, p.
Dooaeachnology accumulation (Bell & 'with local te

194).
is. At the firmral unity of analysis. ces of3) Firms maturehas discussed the valving R&D):

level, the Seraities (including hose 1989). This hastechnological ac ation (Cohen & Levinthal, tive capability”learning and ications to the idea of apse “absorptiveimportant implica are the main source of s' process of
First, the firms nd, this double sided FooreoSsniccapability”.  sativities provide an importan tive capability”technological othe understanding of “absorp
foundation To
at system level.

. Nelson (1982)ices. At the firm level, search”,exihetponce of “only 0finstdiscusses the and investments inorder h has a greater
Knowledge (an oid “blind search”, whic therefore, cancontributes to asting resources. Soeeccputing to avoidprobability of yf “focusing device”, contribu of firme land
De oe ni wise)the waste of scarce resourc(or, to minimi
countries).

ic history. Today's leading
5) Evidence ore“imitatorsand benefited fromsoreancountries oeTheit development can not be wnders oretechnologies. ing the improvements in their a 1b uwithout analy® USA, Nelson & Wright, 1992; for 3071capabilities” (for 1993; for Germany, Gerschenkron, 1 he

Odagir! & colevidences show a process of upgrading o ingThe Met innovation performed by the developCaiooes,as suggested in the former topic.co '

upon6) Two paradigms for catching up oom e .“absorptive capability”. Japan is a major par
OB



These six Points are aof the central role of “ab
Up process. These

n initial sup
SOrptive Capa

Points have implic

Port for the suggestion
bility” for the catching
ations for the Process

of NSI formation in backward countries. The development of
“absorptive Capability” means a speCific interplay between
firms and institutions (Which constit ithe differentiation

country.

1) Given the weaknesses identifieg(and in the network of
developmentof their techn
are strong demands for:
“selective protection”

at the firm level
tions), thedivision of labour”,

their interac
Ological “

production Capability
Pavitt, 1993),

“functional financial Structures” (Studart,solution to this crucia| issue is an j
the formation of a Nsj 3s

aspects of “absorptj
education to develop
higher education (with

40 =

ve Capability”:
Capacity of + 9 by doing”: b)
Special g i

;
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ntifin ij ucture. Atitial investments in the scientific mainreosone: a)oi ery science is necessary ii Ides links betweentne tific *nfrastructure (which reied can operatescient! ional scientific com ion; it also
d internation ical absorption; |“ i device

a us search t

as aeensvcessary knowledge 0ean b) a minirnumprovides ests (for the firm ' for the
82) sugg

is necessary
Nelson (19 ific resources is in the two-

f scientifi ) feedbackin t
amount oO itive (and virtuous

iall
ositive

, especially
development rcbetween science and earn economy
wey hereisan emergence of a knowledge-Swhen there |
(Foray & Lundvall, 1996).

i ilding blocks ofi i the main buildingints constitute | Idingblocksof

tor. atching up. Success in overcoming, neae the

° esonted bythese four points means, by a

eoetion of2 NS! for catching up.or

ion that NSlsharacteristics support the vidingtine betweenThese ¢ may be taken as a divi i 9ste constitute
for catching OECD countries. Catching upOECD and Non-

iti . ory.a “transitional” category

broad
. t+ i ssible to present aing this section, It Is po NSIs, asConetvang three sets of NSIs: 1) erin“mature”division betwe: 2) Ahead of catching up NSls, f catching up

a dividing ne of OECD countries); 3) Behind of cIs (the ca

ides being a dividing line for the introduction of aBeside
a . aimentary NSls “typology”, catching up NSlIs are

Nonchmark for Non-OECD countries.e
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IV. Non-

“socialist” countries’ sy
identifies ag Case of
(1997) Compares the s
gimes and their curren

“obsolete competence”.ystems working under
t transition to Market e

Radosevic
“socialist” re-

conomies.

First, Freeman (1995) descPavitt (1993) g;

Série Textos para Discussdo

i i NSlIs. Both papersj teristics of catching up

rrovie apport for a clear demarcation from cateringBP

Nileboth from “mature” NSIs and from Non-OECD coSs
like Latin American.

i in theThese two observations summarise Spee he
; Le 5

initi ajor divisions suggei re for the initial two m S St Sted yo the

lattersection: 1) catching up NSls, the dividing line; 2)

ahead of catching up, “mature” NSls.

. ‘thin the
The third observation introduces a vision NaeNe

: “non-mature .hind catching up: the “non-m -N

na oreNSIsinvolve at least two other sets of oeete
matu American countries (Freeman, 1995; Be é vane

1993), b) former “socialist” countries (Freeman, ;
Pavitt, 1997; Radosevic, 1997).

However, the literature surveyed does net “Malaysia

f countries like South Africa, In la, ralays's.

Phil mi Nigeria, Pakistan, China etc. This e ane

Fitterdiscussion and differentiation within the “non-matuur

NSls.

j frica share some characteristics with
American oentries. Bell & Pavitt (1993), for example.

van " teristic that clusters India together with atin
point a onaracts (but not with East Asian countries): weak
American “technological accumulation” (p. 194). India and
Cintrafim are countries that can be classified as semi-
Sout ‘aied” economies (as Latin American countries). They
pilin Latin American economies some characteristics
Seercibed by Freeman (1995): the existence of a scientificrastructue (universities, researchinstitutes, governmental
agencies); weak commitment of business firms to innovative
investments; presence of educational skills, but with
problems and serious flaws. In the last decades, they havealso shared low levels of eco
then, is to cluster India and
American countries. This Category could be labelled “old and

ee \7
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ineffective science andOISTS NSis) technology structure” (henceforth

The former “socialist” c. Oo i

manyinspired by the USSR uniries have commonfeatures,
: . model. H .

easily b in thi owever, C
as sy, neaitted in this Category. Although Chingwacan not

nomy in transition “from plan to market”(Worldor

Suggests that the former Euro

category could be labelled ”
1 “a

Ea
Countries” (henceforth, ECEC Ns Central European

pean “socialist” countries

f e
t

called “Asian curbs”s” together. Th 7’
Malays , . 'Ne€ suggestion is

labelled Thailand, Indonesia and Philippi to put together

Asian curbs” NSIs.12 Ppines in a category

’ the rem in:

labelled as“others”. Ma.das others”, Moreover. +h;
of the “rudimentary” Ngj ons label stre

18
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Thus, the short survey presented in this section plus

the discussions of some groups of Non-OECD countries lead

to a four-category rudimentary and tentative “typology”, with

one category (“non-mature” NSls) divided in three sub-

categories:

1) “mature” NSls (United States, Japan, and other

OECD countries);

2) “catching up” NSlIs (Korea, Taiwan, Singapore);

3) “non-mature” NSls:

3.a) “Eastern and Central European Countries”

(ECEC) NSIs (Russia, Hungary, Poland etc).

3.b) “old and ineffective scientific and

technological structure” (OISTS) NSIs

(Brazil, Mexico, India, South Africa).

3.c) “Asian curbs” NSIs (Malaysia, Thailand).

4) “others” (Pakistan, Turkey, China, Nigeria).

This rudimentary and tentative NSlIs “typology” is a

starting point. No more than this. It is not complete. Despite

having limits, this rudimentary NS! “typology” is useful and

is not incompatible with the literature surveyed.

First, it differs from the World Bank’s classification. For

instance, the World Bank groups countries like Brazil,

Malaysia, Hungary, and Korea in the same category: upper
middle income countries (World Bank, 1996). In the NSls
“typology” each of these countriesis in a different category.

Thus, this NSIs “typology” captures features that
differentiate countries with similar income levels



ve 4 tiamore workable for hy typology makes

*ypology” / uch as Brazil. Thisand auxiliary device

20
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PART II: DATA AND STATISTICS OF NSls’

CATEGORIES

The next sections deal with a sample of 46 countries.

Data availability and the inclusion of countries representing

all five NSI categories were the main reasons underlying the

sample choice.

The 46 countries, and their classification in the

categories of the tentative typology are:

1) “Mature” NSIs: Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France,

Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, United Kingdom, Austria,

Switzerland, Canada, United States, Japan, Korea,

Singapore, Taiwan, Australia, New Zealand, Israel;

2) Catching up NSls: Korea, Taiwan, Singapore (for

1992, only);

3) “Non-mature” OISTS NSIs: Mexico, Argentina, Brazil,

Chile, Venezuela, India, South Africa, Greece, Spain, Portu-

gal (Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore, for 1981);

4) “Non-mature” ECEC NSlIs: Russia, Bulgaria,

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania;

5) “Non-mature” “Asian curbs” NSls: Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand;

6) Others: Turkey, China, Pakistan.

Statistical tests performed in next sections adopt this
classification.

The data gathered involve information for two years
road tetheues including R&D expenditures, patents
g y the USPTO, scientific Papers published (according
to the Science Citation |args ndex — SC] -—
Scientific Information), income levels of the institute for

|
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The sources are various. The R&D expenditures arereported by the European Commission (1994). Patents
ed by the SPRU database,
ation (1996) and by theUSPTO (through its Internet site). Domestic patents (andforeign patents granted by National Patent Offices) arereported by the WIPO. The scientifi

the European Commission (1994)

The data have obvious lim itations. First, the literatureemphasises the weakness of patent statistics as a measure of, 1990). Second, the literature9g scientific publications as ameasure of scientific effort and achievement (Velho, 1987),

V. Basic ScIENcE & TECHNOLOGY DATA AND STATISTICS OF"IDEAL TyPES" NSI5

types”. Some countries Ccanb
their respective NSls Categorj

ae

1 by
1978): “ideal© Pinpointed as “ideal types” ofes, Choosing a small number ofEe

io

Série Textos para Discussao

ifi jecti It tries toi i specific objective.is discussion has a very mieste

iate whetherit is possible to cluster coatrnes

basic Sat statistics. Put another way: are t ° oe ee sat

arween the categories that can be captuetw
statistics?

ble
in this section (Tablesare presented inTwo sets of data

| and Il).

Table | displays thirteen selected Soeee” wsii

indi for five countries: United States ee NGI

reetee hing up NSI); Brazil (“non-mature { | a
Korea eneC NSI): and Malaysia (“Asian curb NSI). a

RScountry is an “ideal type” of its respectiveselec

category.

: three
Table Il expands the a helpstosearch forae “ T is e .ies to each “ideal type”. teqories

regularities among each NSI category. “Nis:USA. Japan,werepresented as follows: a) “mature a ’ Koren ‘Taiwan,

Ge many, and Sweden; b) catching up " a Mexico India
er ' a” ” OIST : brazil, ' . ,

. . on-mature ;and inagynin "d) ECEC NSls: Russia, Czechoslovakia.

ar ty, and Poland; e) “Asian curbs” NSls: Malaysia,ngary, ' :
Seends, Philippines, and Indonesia.

; j data were gathered andse five NSls categories,

eeulated for each of the indicators selected. Table

chews the averages for the five categories for eachll s

indicator.

Tables | and Il permit to organise some major

characteristics of Non-OECD NSls, according to their

statistical data.

The data shownin Tables | and || point the ae
of clustering different countries around some basic $

Nn



example: Comparing USA, Korea, Russia, Brazil, andMalaysia, there is a dec ireasing trend inallocated to R&D activities).

Using the data of Tables | and ll, it is Possible to
describe some major (and distinctive) characteristics that

Categories, around
data for USA and
to the Evaluation

amature” NSIs are a general referenceof other (Non-OECD) NSlIs.

1) CATCHING UP
information is the correla
patents and their ann

NSls: Probably, the most importanttion between the increase in USPToual average growth rates. This jsCted closer figures of USPTO Patents
per head. Other important feature is the education data,

0 the “mature” NSIs. Also there is g

closing gap in R&D and science @ engineering indicators.

Interestingly, the ratio “USPTO Patents/Papers” iS similar to

“mature” NSls’ figures.
2) (NONMATURE”Oists NSls: Contrasting With the

catching up NSls, there ig 4 stagnant pattern, This pattern

is highlighted by the Correlation betweenUSPTO and average annual
: the Stagnant

3 Srowt figures. Educational]

problems present (for instance, see the illiteracy figures).24e
e
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i i rinis | level of R&D and science & engine’ ‘g
hae ments. Business R&D performing a owe eveen
cotivitiesthan in the case of catching up NSIs. T \ “stent
oie suet re shows some level of activity. O stig
scien “date also show some domestic innov ve
Paivities. heratio “USPTO Patents/Papers” is lower
othstu" and catching up NSls.'3O

ON-MATURE” ECEC NSls: The ineconomic
“a

-

i
Cc

S) the decline in USPTO patenting ntraste ‘with the

between the most important trend. It con hows a good

growthIs NSIs categories. This NSI category "existence of

two
it also displays

level. And it a
ineering data,

sotocnatic resources (science & *eome level of
importan ublished). Domestic patentshin tween domestic
Peahaol ical activities.'* The high rane pe low levels of
setoreeyn patents suggests neLike an mature” OISTS

.
technolog

- on
nts/

Nsis,ECEC Nols.alse have a low ratio “USPTO pate
NSls,
Papers”.
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TABLE|Selected economic and S&T indicators,for Countries representing“ideal types” NSis (1992)———,INDICATOR

|

USA

|

KOREA BRAZIL

|

RUSSIA MALAYS1 GNP per capita
[afeerrs(an.av.gr 85-94) 1.3% 7.8%. . "0.4% “4.1% 9

2 R&D (% GNP)

|

2.62%

|

>9% 0.59%

|

078%

|

cose
3 Business R&D

wee

|

0.08%(% total R&D) 68% 7194 US patents per ° 0 26% 10% 45%million pop. 204 15 Growth USpat. 272

|

0.25

|

0.45(b) 0.75(1992/1981 1.33 316 Dom.pat. per 8S 1.74 0.78(b) 14million pop. 204 84.457 Domestic pat /
1.65 32.23 0.56Foreign pat 1.16 0.528 Papers per
0.16 1.52 0.01million pop. 3,446.5

|

177.869 Patents (% world)/
82.75 531 -43(b) 67.54Papers (% world) 1.53 1.8410 Illiteracy a a en 9.01 0.2911 Secondary

a 17%(% age gr.,male) 98% 93%12 Tertiary
" NA 84% 56%(% age group) 81% 48% 913 Scien.&Eng. per ° 12% 45% NAthousand pop. 3.72 1.57 0.34 NA

: 0.3
SOURCE: USPTO and WIPO (patents); Sciento

——
(GNP and education); :Science & Engineering): .Business R&D) 5, Business R&D)
NOTES:(a) less than 5%;

26
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TABLEII
ieslected economic and S&T indicators, averages for groups of countr

Seles representing NSIs categories (1992)
   

   

 

     

.CurbsINDICATOR Mature

|

Catch.up OISTS ECEC

|

As.Cu

| GNPpe 9 0.5% |-1.7%(3) 5.5%- 1.5%(1) 7.0%(2)} . ’

aaaPNP) 2.8% 1.7% 0.6% 1.3% 0.2%
‘0

tents per | 0.26

+thotpop. 141 25.2 0.8 2.6

5 Grow 1.5 18.1 1.9 0.4 5.7(1992/1 981) .

] oanpat pat! 4.2 0.52 0.17(7) 3.5 0.03oreign

. lienpop. 3,078.5 655.4 131.6 700.7 45.0(8)million .

9 Patents (% world)/ , O12 5.09 034

Papers (% world) 1.49 1.1 Oe c 3

10 Wliteracy (min) a 97: hove a om

10 Illiteracy (max) a 6

9

% Seormale) 98% 93%(5) 62.3(6) 82% 47%(10)
o “9

%eau 46% 48%(5) 13%(4) 26% 18%(11)(% age g

ioceandpope et 3.3 1.4 0.21(7)

|

1.4(9) 0.15
 

OURCE: USPTO and WIPO (patents); Scientometrics papernel

GNPandeducation); UNESCO(education); European Commission ,

& Engineering).

: 1989-1993; (1) without Germany;: less than 5%; Papers: data for iy

12)without Taiwan; (3) with Czech Rep; (4) without India; (5) eriee)(2) w t Brazil; (7) without South Africa; (8) without Indonesia an ppines;

(9)without Russia and Czechoslovakia; (10) without Philippines; (11) without

Malaysia

4) “NON-MATURE” ASIAN CURBS NSls: Like catching
up NSls, they have a positive trend in USPTO patenting
activities and in economic growth. But, like “non-mature
OISTS NSIs (and unlike catching up NSis), they have low
USPTO patents (and domestic patents) per head. There is a
scientific infra-structure, which leads to levels of scientific
activities (papers per head and science & engineering
resources) similar to OISTS NSts. Educational resources are

QT
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important. They are not close to catchitching up NSIcata are better than OISTS NSIs (see, for exemple “theWiteracy data). There is a high level of technologicaldiffusion, measured b ‘. 1, y the ratio ” ; on
(this hints that a possible impo sornestic/foreign patenting
mature” NSls is the differe. nt , * .in their economies), Pace of technologicaldiffusion

Summing up, S&T indicators
of countries around the suggeste permit an initial Clustering

d NSI categories.

VI. A LOOK AT THE FIRM LEVEL: AN INTRODUCTORY EVALUATNON-OECD LarcGe Firms INNOVAT
me

IVE PERFORMANCE

The next step in the i. Presentatio -evidence for the tentative NI nN of data and empirical
investigation at the firm level typology” is an initial

examination of non-OECD co
mature” NSlIs), this section

of Patel & Pavitt Paper: the
Neneout

non-OECD large firms. 16

Criteri S have at the band 2 annual sales in 1984 were about US$ 900mr werage employment about 8 million

Table Ill shows a .whether they have anal description of these 47 fjthrough patents granted peernological activity re wrteepatents granted to them,18” tne USPTO, and the totalof9)
2o 
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TABLEIll
Non-OECDlarge firms by country,their patenting activities, and patents

granted by USPTO (1969-1994)
 

 

 

 

FIRMS

COUNTRY LARGE FIRMS WITH PATENTS TOTAL PATENTS

Argentina 1 0 0

Brazil 5 3 68

Chile 1 1 1

Colombia 1 0 0

India 7 2 3

Kuwait 1 0 Oo

Malaysia 1 0 0

Mexico 2 1 3

Saudi Arabia 1 1 1

South Africa 7 4 53

South Korea 11 8 909

Taiwan 3 3 12

Venezuela 1 0 0

Zambia 1 0 0

TOTAL 47 23 1,050

SOURCE: Fortune, SPRU patent database, author’s elaboration.

Table Ill shows that, except for firms from Korea,

Brazil, South Africa and Taiwan, patenting activities of the

non-OECD large firms are negligible. This is not an

unexpected result, and it confirms a point put forward in the

last section: the weakness of firms’ innovative activities is

a major handcap of “non-mature” NSis. As shown, 24 firms

had no patent granted by USPTO.

Only 6 firms had more than 20 patents granted in the
whole period: 4 from Korea (Samsumg, Lucky-Goldstar,
Daewoo and Hyundai); 1 from South Africa (AE+Cl): and 1
from Brazil (Petrobras).

Five important points follow from these data

First, by thesecriteria the b
are not clear-cut: Ar
refining company) ha
a differentiation wit

| orders within “non-mature”
gentina’s large firm (YPF, a petroleum
dno Patents, like Malaysia’s firm. Even
h a possible “non-existent” NSI. like the
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Case of Zambia, is bl: urred: i ihave large firms with no USPTOne,Malaysia sng zaneSecond, Taiwan's larEeareety this criterioi Sts with TaiwaneseMonstrated by the incre(Zero in 1969: 79 in 1981 aoa this Puzzle: small fira huge share of Taiwarole of small firmsin th

‘ Third, Korea is

Ke Process is Clearly

Hegeass Performanin features of suc

ge firms do not have a good

n. At first glance, this evidence

Catching up process, which is

& in their USPTO patent numbers
nd 1,000in 1992). Chong (1995)

Ms andindividuals are responsible

nesepatents. Theliterature reports
@ Taiwanese growth (Wade, 1990).

a “Well. . |

showneonaved Case, as its catching

Proce y these data. Of course, as the
88 is strongly supported by its

Ce, large firms’Ms’ pa j theh process. Patent data display

+ Brazilian
:

and SsN that fits With theiri

'S a Certain
hAfrican large firms have 4
Non-mature” OISTS NS!

level of patenting activities:

Carpe that for “non-mature”
Patent offices we be done using data from

* As Rajeswari (1996) reports:
orm well in a ranking °

ireeet activities. They are at
Stated: er, all Indian large firms !"

Owned”. Therefore, a closelata migh
SNt present valuable information.

: list are “
i :

This con ational qc
(Albuquere cture

~ Uerqu SUPpo
Brazil netomat Or oan y the Brazilian data
ade Industrial, Mcot Office Unset! although the data from

tuto Nacional de Proprie-Place in the rankin the ;
they are almost °f leading ¢°°! industr econdabsen, ing yatas

firms j
n patenti ivities

weaitmthe dampen USPTO tise ng ew
erf Na .Performance of aad in this

SOs: secwed $ NOn-OEC Section show a very

a large firms (except

—— a
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Korea, a catching up NSI). Although these data are useful to

distinguish “mature” from “non-mature” NSI, they do not

provide clear borders within the latter.

VII. “OPPORTUNITY TAKING INDICATOR": INVESTIGATING THE

USEFULNESS OF NON-OECD SCIENTIFIC INFRA-STRUCTURE

This section introduces an “indicator” (OTI) to provide

some hints about the relationship between scientific effort

and industrial innovation in Non-OECD NSls. It also provides

some information about interactions between different

component parts of NSls.

To introduce the empirical examination of this

“indicator” (OTI), an initial diversion from the empirical

content of this section must be done. First, because it is

necessary to specify what is the role of science at periphery,

Second, because the “indicator” should be explained. Third,

because the “intuition” behind the “indicator” (OTI) needs to

be explained. After these three steps, the empirical data may

be evaluated, and the results included in the description of

Non-OECD NSls (including catching up NSls).

First: the role of science at periphery. Section II)

suggested onerole: a “focusing device” for the catching up
process. Now, it is necessary to investigate if there is

support for this suggestion.

There is an extensiveliterature discussing the complex
and multifarious interplay between science and technology
(Rosenberg, 1976; Pavitt, 1991; Klevorick et al, 1995:Dasgupta & David, 1994). Nelson & Rosenberg (1993)
summarise this relationship, stressing the role of science

oth 2s ; “follower and leader” (and indicate the growing
weight of science for modern economic growth).

— |
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Surveying this literature, at least five major
contributions of science to technologic innovation in
developed (OECD) countries can be pinpointed: a) source of
technological opportunities; b) source of trained researchers:
c) development of improved research techniques; d)development of instruments; e) source of tacit knowledge

there

e and

Regarding Non-OECD countries (the periphery)are important differences in the role of science Betorduring a catching up process, there is an interplay betweenscience and technology (as in developed countries), but it isifferent. One difference, that also points a great difficultyis the more severe bud
, getary constraint j

peripheral scientific development. Int imposed on

The main difference reSts on the contribution iof scto the catching up process.|t acts as a “focusing devi "inthis process. Science at periphery is j “funotion Acantenna for the creation of links with j$ with internationaltechnology. In a catching up and in a “non-mature”Nn .scientific infra-structure provides “knowledge to t neearch (Nelson, 1982). Instead of being a direct sourceofechnological Opportunity, as in “mature” NSls, at thperiphery Science helps to identify the opportunitiesa vated abroad. In other words, the main role of science@ periphery is to plug the NSI j i
the-

In the inte iScientific and technolog}
ceat

S gical flows. Th
knowlege 3 . © emergence of aincreaseseee economy(in more interconnected world)of “absorpneeoouance of such contribution to the creationapability” (key to the catch;ching up pro

Other imp
» Proeessin developed

© technology
in the peripheral

32 
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The literature highlights other specific contributions of

science at periphery: a) taking part of local technological

accumulation (Bell & Pavitt, 1993); b) providing minimum

public scientific information to take advantage of “windows

of opportunity” (Perez & Soete, 1998).

So, the role of science at periphery does not fit in

traditional models. The interplay between science and

technology at the periphery indicates that since the beginning

of a catching up process, investments should be madein the

scientific infra-structure. As a “focusing device”, this

scientific infra-structure might have the capability to spot

the avenues of technological development that are feasible

in the backward country, given the international and

national conditions. This means that scientific information

is necessary even to advise where the entry is not
possible. This is very important to less-developed countries

with huge resource scarcity. “Blind search” might be

wasteful.

Science is not a simple consequence of initial industrial

and technological development. It is not a “natural

consequence” of such process. On the contrary, science is

a precondition of such development. As this development
succeeds, it dynamically changes and upgrades the role of
science and its interplay with technology.

if science has a role even before the process of
catching up, the next step is to discuss how it could be
measured. This measurement might contribute to the
differentiation of NSls.

Second: the explanation of the suggested “indicator”:
OTl. It is a ratio between twodifferent world shares: 1) the
country’s share of world scientific publications represented
tesountays * Proxy for national SCientific production); 2)

Ss share of world patent; ro

share in USPTO patents la ting, represented by its

activities). S a proxy for technological

IO
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OTIis calculated dividin
the share of world paper
Statistical and methodologi
identifies in patent and s
Probably, as OTI is a rel
problematic indicators,
problems.

g the share of world patents by
Ss. Of course, OT] has many
cal Problems that the literature
cientific publications statistics.19
ationship between these already
It magnifies their respective

Because of these ma
OTI can only be used as a
to evaluate a relationship

gnified measurement problems
N auxiliary tool. It can only help
between patents and papers.

Third: the intuition behj iS sjthe complex relationship betweenment end ample: givencomparison between two relative perindicate how well they are interacting.

Moreover, NSlIs are ins
different building blocks interac
gap between key institution
universities and research centr
interconnectedness of its com

titutional Structures where
t (section Il). If there is a big
s like, for example, firms
es, this means a low level ofponent parts.

, res. OTI could be a useful device toabout (some aspects of) the inter
As

play betwccontific and technological dimensions of aNetomparing the two shares t iahtProvide this clue. patents and papers! might

Provide clues

To evaluate a
IS a Situation where
lar. For example, a

possible meaning of OTI, a Starting point, hypothetically, the two shares are simj-country has 10% of world’s ScientificUSPTO :to be a balanced situationange Its OTis one. It seems
teraction

, Theoretically, its

O4
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One different example could be a country that has not

such balanced shares. Now, the imaginary country has 30%

of world’s scientific papers, but only 5% of USPTOpatents.

its OTI is 0.16. It hints a more unbalanced situation than the

former example. Probably, the scientific institutions are

producing knowledge that has not been useful to its

industries. Or, its industries are not able to take advantage

of available national resources. Or, a two-way problem.

Summing up, there might be problems in the interactions and

in the interconnectedness of the system.

Alternatively, the opposite of the latter example could

be supposed. A country that has 5% of world’s papers, but

30% of USPTO patents. Its OTI is 6.0. Probably, its scientific

infra-structure is providing not only a useful guidance for

industrial development (and providing resources for industry),
but also contributing to link the country to international

scientific and technological flows.

This very simple (and hypothetical) examples help to

develop the intuition with OTI. Regarding the rudimentary

and tentative NSIis “typology”, a conjecture would be done,

presenting a “spectrum” of OTI values: a) “mature” NSls
might have the relatively more balanced shares, reflecting

investments in both dimensions and a reasonable interaction

between them; b) “non-mature” NSIs might have unbalanced

shares, reflecting flaws in the interactions within the system
(and resources allocated in a wrong and unbalanced way); c)
catching up NSls might have relatively higher OTI, given
their success in absorbing technology generated abroad and
in plugging the system in the international flows (the
scientific infra-structure is an effective “focusing device”).

. After this diversion, the empirical Evaluation can be
introduced. Table | presents data that fits well with this
conjecture. Data shown at row 9 (USPTO patents/papers),are thevalues for OTI. They show Korea with the highest' owed by the USA. Brazil, Russia and Malaysia

BD
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(representing “ideal t . ”ypes” of “non-mature” NSIon values smaller than USA. Data from Table 1 SonnyPresent such clear picture: “mature” NSIs have a OTI greater1an catching up NSIs. Thefigure for “mature” NSIs isd

“ . . TABLE ivOpportunity taking indicator” (OT!) .
and minimum), accordj deviations, maximum

CATEGORYae N.OBSaa j1992
MEAN ST-DEV._¢. VAR.

General
45 0.38Mature “S86 0.565

Catching up ° 0.418 0.617 ay“Non-mature” OISTS 10 Oa 0.697 1.087“Non-mature” ECEC 5 Oors 0.080 1.141Non-mature” Asian Curbs 4 0336 0407 1.346
. 398 1.

1981
88General

45 0.351Mature , 0.473“Non-matura" 200.441 0.553  1'seeature” OISTS 13 0.221 0.329 2851.451
“Non-mature” ECEC 5 0.059—mmature” Asian Curbs 4 0.187 Oboe 1401OURCE:Nati : ; 1.102Sci ational Science Foundation (1996), European Commission (1 994)

lento iMetrics, SPRU database, author's elaboration.

Table |conjecture press OTI values that are compatible with theed here. Taking the general average as areference, it is Possib‘ le istinauj .NSIs: a) above the oe to distinguish two Major groups ofNeral averaqe: ”catching up NSls; for 1981, tee 1992, “mature” and
general average: for 198] €” NSls; b) under thecategories. In addition 92, all “non-mature”average for 1992. have the higher

DO oe
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The main finding of this section is a new element for
the identification of a catching up NSI (the dividing line for
OECD and Non-OECD NSls). An important improvement in
the OT! seemsto be part of the formation of a catching up
NSI. The “intuition” putted forward in this section is
compatible with the data shown by Table IV. This points to
an ascending trajectory in relation to the lower values found
for “non-mature” NSI.

The differences between “non-mature” NSls could be
initially understood by the specific weights of the two
components of the OTI ratio.

ECEC NSls, as can be seen in Table | and ll, have
strong scientific resources and low opennessto international
markets. Furthermore, the anecdotal evidence (Pavitt, 1997;
Freeman, 1995) points a low level of interactions between
industry and research.

OISTS NSlIs, have some scientific resources, but also
have problems with connections between research activities
and industry. An example of these weak interactions is the
low commitment of business firms with R&D activities.

“Asian curbs” NSIs show an improving trend between
1981 and 1992.

These initial suggestions and evidences are a Starting
point for an evaluation of OTI. At least three points should
be mentioned for further investigation: a) high OTI for
catching up NSIs might be related to a big concentration of
scientific resources in disciplines that support key industrial
Sectors (there is not a pattern of “dispersion” of Scientific
effort across a large range of scientific disciplines);2° b) the

attorney otween caseof“tat NSIs deserves closer
about internal differences could e a "Sis, an investigation
(like Japan, that preserves it * ain ascending trajectories

high OTI), and declinin s catching up roots, and keeps
Q trajectories (like United Kingdom,

ae oo O7
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that has a declining OT! and
scientific Publications).

that Summing up, this section suggested an indicator, OTI,that contributes to differentiate NSls, providing an initialaluation of the interactions between scientific and indus-trial components of a NSI. C .
OT! than the rest. " Satching up NSIs have a higher

Vill. K&D, PATENTS AND NSI cateGo
A STATISTICAL TEST

RIES: HINTS DRAWN FROM

section investigates the r
This .

expenditures and USPTO patents. PerfoepiP between R&DPerforming cross-country
patents relationship within the sutentative NSI “typology”. T

7 Again, there are important measurGriliches (1990) Surveys related Probleknowledge function” that, if Criticallyuseful for the Purposesofthis section, This kind of +Reei input, patent as output)is widely used inchosehowen Sbas analyses. This “knowledge function”,instenen: it a upon questionable assumptions. Fordifferenees in oes not capture important inter-sectoralaccount the onieensity to patent”; b) it does not take inmechanismer llesgee of other important “appropriationtmes,first mover, trade secrets); c} itmechanical improvement, R&D and the role Of minor
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industries; b) lack of reliable R&D statistics (especially for
Non-OECD countries); c) different countries are at different
Stages of development (and have different NSIs), which
means that the role of patent as an important “appropriation”
mechanism varies widely; d) different levels of technological
development mean different combinations of innovative
activities (some countries concentrate in imitation and minor
adaptations, where patents are not so important); e)
regarding USPTO patents, countries have different trade
relations with USA and international markets, having
different “propensities to patent” in the USPTO. Summing
up, the problems with an R&D-patents function are not
simple. This function captures only part of a much more
complex picture, especially in cross-country comparison.

The statistical test that this section proposestakes into
account these limitations and problems. It tries to elaborate
a hypothesis suggesting relationships between: a) Griliches’
function, and its limitations: b) technological characteristics
of each NSI category, regarding especially the limitations of
Griliches’ function to capture aspects of each category.

The “intuitions” behind the hypothesis are:

1) “Mature” NSIs have significant R&D expenditures,
and produce expressive figures of patented innovations.
Complex interplay between R&D performed and industrial
innovations may be captured here, indirectly. This category
shares characteristics that are supposed to be captured by
the relationship R&D-patents.

. 2) Catching up NSIs have growing R&D expenditures,intenseuse of international flows of technology andincreasing business firms’ commitment to innovativeactivities. Given the weight of their export-orientedindustries, they have high Propensity to patent in the USPTO.This category, regarding the relationship R&D patents, has apattern similar to “mature” NSts (see Tables | and i).

ae : | 49
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actions betweenclosed Nature of their Marketsand international Marketsrelationship R&D-patents m; Patenting, Therefore, thea , ight alsoCase of “mature and Catching up None Weaker than in the

' The case of this category hieserves further research: there

that are not reflected in USPTO patent data. T S value,trajectorj
economicfie TigAsian_curbs” have prece
growth performancenesia Thailand and Malaysia had goodcomparative level In the last decade. Table I displaysS$benchmark).

of GPD Per capita (taking USA as a

—- Senet Stee.
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TABLE V

Comparative levels of GDP per capita (USA = 100),selected

“non-existent” NSIs (1981-1992)

 

 

COUNTRY 1981 1992
Indonesia 9.6 11.2
Malaysia 25.5 31.0
Philippines 11.9 9.4
Thailand 14.2 21.6
 SORCE: Penn World Table (Summers & Heston, 1991).

Except for Philippines, Table Il shows a growth
performance. However, this performance had no impactin
their USPTO patenting activities. This observation points to
a problem with the utilisation of patent data as catching up
indicators. Patents do not capture all reductions in the gap
with developed countries. This is a problem identified in
other catching up phases. Historically, Brazil, Korea and
Taiwan are other examples of this “identification problem”.2'
Of course, there are lags in this relationship. But, a
conjecture could be investigated. USPTO patent data is not
correlated with income changesuntil a certain threshold level
of development is overcome.

Summing up, the main characteristics of “Asian curbs”
NSIs might not be captured by the R&D-patents relationship.

These observations give rise to a hypothesis. Given the
different NSI categories, given the differencesin the Capacity
of the relationship R&D-patents to capture characteristics of
innovative activities of each NSI, the hypothesis conjectures
that: “mature” and catching up NSIs might have the better
“performance” in the relationship R&D-patents. The
differences of this relationship within “non-mature” NSIs are
difficult to predict.

. To test the hypothesis, the general cross-countryrelationship between R&D and Patents granted by the USPTO(for 1981 and 1992) must be investigated. According to the
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This hypothesis, therefore, may be tested using aStatistical exercise. If the hypothesis is correct, it is possible
to use “dummy” variables to dj. . ifferentiate NSI ca igiven the different R&D-patents relations categories,

If the hypothesis is correct, statisticamean different intercepts and
regression equation. Therefore
Introduced, to investigate the sta
differences in intercept and/or Ss

lly this would
for different slopes in a
' dummy” Variables are
tistical significance of these
lope.23

The regression equation
assume a “double-log” form, an
for different NSIs Categories. T
(given the observations discu

to be run should therefored include “dummy” variables
he test involves five groupssed earlier, “mature” and0 .

so they compose a single Statisticalcates theances:form to be testedis:
waory. The general

(1) log(pat) = (D1 4+ D2 + D3 4 D4) lo
Where: log(pat) =

granted by the USPTO,

g(R&D);
logarithm of number of patents

log(R&D) = logarithm of
miliongy

of R&D ©xpenditures (ECU

D1 = 1, if “non-mature” OISTS NSls, and
D1 = 0, otherwise;

D2 = 1, if “non-mature” “ECEC” NSIs, and
D2 = 0, otherwise:
D3 = if ”1, if nhon-mature” Asian curbs NSIs, and
D3 = 0, otherwise.

D4 = 1 , if “others”:

D4 = 0, Otherwise.

Table Vil reports the results

420nnoe

 

 

TABLEVII

Log R&D X Log Patents, regression results (1981 and 1992)

Variables 1981 1992

log(R&D) 0.833 (35.376) 0.824 (34.165)

D1 -0.377 (-8.827) -0.371 (-7.476)

D2 -0.267 (-5.085) -0.333 (-4.769)

D3 -0.665 (-8.520) -0.450 (-8.746)

D4 -0.719 (-9.520) -0.590 (-9.520)

Standard Errorof regression 0.353 0.406
N. observations 44 45

R-squared 0.906 0.876

Adjusted R-sq. 0.896 0.863
 

OBS: Numbersin parenthesis display t-statistics (the coefficients are statistically

significant at 1% level, two-tail).

SOURCE: European Commission (1994), National Science Foundation (1996),

SPRU database and USPTO;author's elaboration.

To examine whether or not the R-sq. found in Table VI

is due to other factors, the variables (R&D and patents) were

normalised by population size. The results show a similar R-

sq., and the variables (including “dummy”variables) are also

Statistically significant.24

The results do not refute the hypothesis tested.
Therefore, the qualifications presented to the R&D-patents
relationship, and the clustering of countries around NSI

categories is useful. The NSI “typology” affords the
elaboration of testable hypothesis about some characteristics
of technological activities. However, the limits and cautions
presented in this section are important.*®

The results found in this section indicate at least one
argument supporting the NSI “typology”: the R&D-patents
relationship varies according to the NSI Categories.
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IX. Domestic PATENTS: INFORMATION AND CONJECTURE

This section presents data abo(patents granted by National Patentorganises these data, investigating whhighlight NSIs characteristics,

ut domestic patents
Offices). This section
ether domestic patents

Domestic Patents have a division between patents
granted to Residents and to Non-residents

WIPO (and National
every individual, instituti
country.

Patent Offices) defines as residentson, and firm that work in a given

divided according toucture, as follows: a) individuals: b)
domestic Private Capital; c) foreign Capital; qd) State-owned
national firms; e) research institute oy University; f)
government agency. These criteria define a multinational
Subsidiary as resident of the host country,

An introductory observation links this slatter: there is a significant correlation between domestic
patents and USPTO patents. Table VIf| showsthe Correlation
between data for the 46 countries sample,

€ction with the

TABLE VIII
Correlation betweenthe patent data from USPTO and from NationalPatent Offices (for Residents and Non-residents patents’Owners), 46 countries Sample (1981 and 1992)

1981 1992
USPTO x Residents Patents

0.803
0.819

USPTO Xx Non-resident Patents
0.640

0.614
SOURCE: USPTO and WIPO, author’s elaboration.

This correlation IS 'MPortant, because it Stresses the
comparability between two types of patents But
domestic patents have ®conomic meaning diff f
USPTO patents: a) domestic Patents ides tterbien
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of innovative activities of one country than USPTO Maures:
as the former involves patents with lower teetne ogi ‘
content (local improvements, adaptations of orean
technologies); b) domestic patents have national mar ns8
a target, while USPTO patents target international mar .

The break down of domestic patents between
Residents and Non-residents points another differentiation.

On the one hand, patents granted to residents are an
expression of the output of internal technological activities.
It may be a “proxy” of the country technological condition.

On the other hand, patents granted to non-residents
represent the importance of the national market to soreign
corporations, institutions and individuals. They apply fo
Patents to secure market sharesin target countries Penrose,
1974). Among other factors, the openness of a nationa
market influences these data.

Thus, a major difference between the two categories is
whether they represent an output of internal anowation
activities or display the importance (and openness) o
national markets to foreign patent owners.

These observations introduce a ratio (shown in TableIX): patents granted to residents divided by patents granted
to non-residents. Ostry & Nelson (1995) suggest that this
ratio inform the level of foreign technological diffusion in aneconomy. This ratio, however, conveys various informationSimultaneously: a) high level of resident Patenting showstechnological strength, but it may also mean that NationalPatent laws have played a significant role in determininghow manypatents derive from an innovation: b) high level

the future, so they pate Nt to secure Market positions. Theratios shown in Table IX might €xpress different mix of

fly
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these, sometimes contradictory, information. Therefore, it isnot clear that this ratio expresses levels of technologicaldiffusion A clos i i nece
. er anal SIS 1Sy Cc ssary to evaluate each

Ratio Res
TABLE Ix

io esidents/Non-residents patent owners, average values for the 46countries sample, and according to NSIs Categories °ee (1981 and 1992)
1981Allcountries 19920.541 (34)MatM ature NSIs 0.549(19) 0.998 (41)

atching up NSls 0.505 (20)
OISTS NSI :
ECEC NSis “or (10) 0.1 3 (3
Asian curbs NSIs 0094 aN 4.756 (6)
Others 0.034 (2)ma 0.102 (1)
SOURCE:WIPO,author's elaboration. 0.217 (3)

Three observations can be drawn from Tab! IXe IX.

 

First, the ranking between “mature”Curbs could be explained by a detechnological strength (mature NSIs high

' OISTS and Asian
clining domestic

: Asian curbs low).
the high level offoreign patenting ji ig in countries where National capabilitiiesbegin to develop. Probably,in this case thilevel of foreign technology diffusion.

Second, the avera' ge value for the £explained by a combination of two VEC NSIs could be

However, the hj
. ; ‘ gh 1992 ratis puzzling. It s 10 for the E .Is p g FeMs to be responsible for She bees

normaincrease in the “all countries’ ”
. av .

changes in those countries mi erage. The radical current
But, if the numbers of Paten
instead of those of patent granted

AG
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to 0.504 in 1992. This average probably anticipates a future

change in the ratio for patents granted.6

Third, looking at the country level (outside the ECEC

set), only United States and Japan had in the three years

analysed a ratio greater than one. Germany had ratios almost

equal to one in 1977 and 1981, and a ratio greater than

0.600 in 1992. These are significant results, expressing
technological strengths that are identifiable.

Catching up processes are not well captured by the

latter ratio. The ratio may keep unchanged, while both

residents patents grow (technological strength) and foreign

patenting rises (growth of internal markets, income levels).

Table X reports data from Korea and Brazil (1975-
1992). Inter-temporal changes in absolute levels of patenting
activities seem to be a good indicator of catching up process.
Table X illustrates clearly the different technological
trajectories of Brazil and Korea. Brazilian stagnation contrasts
with Korean catching up. Both trajectories are captured by
domestic patenting and USPTO data.
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TABLE xXPatents Granted to Residents by National Patent Offices (NPOs) of Koreaand Brazil, and patents granted to Inventors from Korea and Brazil by theUSPTO (1975-1 992)
 

 

eee
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Brazilian case the coefficient of variability is smaller, but the

correlation index is very low. This suggests that Brazil

“wandered” around the same technological level, without a

clear (growing) path.

Finally, Table XI shows the ratios between USPTO and

domestic patents granted to residents by National Patent
Offices. The intuition behind this relationship is simple:

national residents patents constitute a “stock” of

innovations, from where the more sophisticated, and the

more worthwhile are selected to be applied to the USPTO.

      
 

TABLE XI
Ratio USPTO/Residents patent owners,average values for the 46 countries

sample,and according to NSls categories

(1981 and 1992)
 

 

1981 1992

All countries 0.349 (34) 0.437 (41)
Mature NSIs 0.566 (19) 0.702 (20)
Catching up NSls - 0.151 (1)
OISTS NSlIs 0.138 (10) 0.156 (9)
ECEC NSls 0.048 (3) 0.027 (6)
Asian curbs NSls 0.130 (1) 0.882 (2)
Others 0.077 (1) 0.071 (3)
 SOURCE: WIPO, author's elaboration  

a

VEAR KOREA BRAZIL
9920 PTO NPO.USPTO
1991 eee 538 25440553 402 341
1989 2.554 225 453 411988 1.181 159 474 36
1987 $75 97 487 29
1986 596 84 289 34
1985 458 45 442 27
1984 349 38 607 30
1983 297 29 582 20
1982 245 26 776 191981 ree te 1.308 27
1980 5 81979 186 8 349 oa
1978 258 4 175 19
1977 as 12 : 24
197 5197 er Sf MOTOTAL 212 1 82 17
AVERAGE 6. one 7783 510ST-DEV, 5.5 457.8 3COEF.VAR. oe 146.3 297.8 10.7CORREence 1.5<ORREL. USPTO x NPO:| 5-95 p74
SOURCE: USPTO; at9.87 -0.03

The Kore

Although the COeFficient 0
case Is greater, the Correlation ind atlability inex ;
AB * Is high,

ee

the Korean

Instead, in the

 

First, the ranking of “mature” and “non-mature” NSls
can be explained by the expected higher quality of national
patents of technological leaders countries or successful
catching up nations. Thus, the quality of “immature”
countries’ patents is lower than the “mature” NSls. This
means that domestic patents of residents in “non-mature”
NSls represents imitative activities, adaptations and minor
improvements (probably, adjusting foreign innovations to
national characteristics of production and Consumption).

Second, the smaller ratios for ECEC NSlIs may be
explained by their low integration Within world economyingeneral, and with United States Markets in particular.
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Third, the “Asian curbs”
pattern (as they were Supposedto rank behind “non-mature”OISTS NSlIs). The low level of nati : .. onal patent iprobably disturbs this relationship.2? patenting activity

seem to be a good
NG UP process.

X. R&D, scientieic PAPERS AND NS| CATEGORIES

ee er . ;Citation Index (SCI, compute t Published,using the Science
Information - ISI), are a Proxy f

, NS! cate i

;
gory might showtern of relationship, given their main

1) “Mature” Nsje ;
S Might have th. eb ‘

the runetion nao Papers because: a) eg Performanceintheir scientific in a-structure: b) th € development ofscience of a strong t y Teedback effects on
Namic (scienc€ as aBOI

echnologic d
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follower, or, technology creating demands for scientific
endeavour).

2) Catching up NSIs have the pressure of a developing
technologic system upontheir scientific infra-structure. And,
as discussed in section VII, the functioning of their scientific
infra-structure as a “focusing device”, which depends on an
increasing integration in international flows, contributes to a

good performance in the relationship R&D-papers. This

category, thus, has a pattern similar to “mature” NSls.

3) “Non-mature” OISTS NSls have a scientific infra-
Structure, but it is limited and uneven. Only few disciplines
attain international standards, and are well connected with
the international community. The interaction with technology
is weak. This lessens the feedbackseffects (from industry to
Science), and diminishes the scientific output. Budgetary
constrains threaten the stability of research groups, and,
again, affect the output. There a combination of scarcity and
waste in the use of resources for science. So, this category
might have a lower performance in the relationship R&D-
Papers.

4) “Non-mature” ECEC NSIs have an important
Scientific infra-structure and world level science. There were
huge investments in the scientific sector in these countries.
Although the feedbacks effects are weak (as in OISTS NSls),
the allocation of resources to the scientific sector enables a
good performance. But, the transition to market economy
has impacted deeply their scientific resources. So, for 1981
data, this category might have a similar performance to
“mature” countries (however, the reasons underlying this
good performanceare different from “mature” NSls). But for
1992, a general shrinking of the scientific Sector has taken
place. The question is whether or not this shrinking wassimilar in input (R&D) and output (papers).

5) “Non-mature” Agj
ientific i an Curbs ve the smallestscientific infra-structure NSlIs ha

of this sample. Given the small

by
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investmentin this sector, their performance might expectedto be weak.

Therefore, the hypothesis of this Section suggests aranking for R&D-papers performance. To test this hypothesis,an exercise similar to Section VIII is done.

The regression equation to be tested has a slightdifferent form: now, an intercept coefficient (C) isintroduced.

(2) log(papers) = C 4 (D1 + D2 + D3 + pa)log(R&D):

Where: log (papers) = logarithm of country’s world
share of scientific Papers,

log(R&D) = logarithm of R&D expenditures (ECUmillions),

C= intercept coefficient,

D1 = 1, if “non-mature” OISTS NSlIs, and
D1 = 0, otherwise;

D2 = 1, if “non-mature” “ECEC” NSls, and
D2 =09 otherwise:

D3 = 1, if “Non-mature” Asian curbs NSIs, and
D3 = 0, otherwise.

D4 = 14, if “others”:
D4 = 9, Otherwise.Table x| reports the results

Série Textos para Discussdo
 

TABLEXIl
Log R&D X Log Scientific Papers, regression results

(1981 and 1992)
 

 

i 1981 1992Variables

Cc -2.420 (-11.390) -2.665 aS
log(R&D) 0.787 (12.170) 0.806 (11.53 >}
ot | -0.151 (-3.797) -0.039 (-2.128)(*)
5 -0.027 (-0.587)(*) -0.078 (-1.207)(*)
D -0.453 (-6.266) -0.199 (-2.052)( +)
Da -0.343 (-6.014) 0.221a
Standard Error of regression na 4;
N. observations os3 oB44
R-squared . Obes
Adjusted R-sq. 0.857   
OBS: Numbersin parenthesis displayt-statistics (the coefficients reStatistically
significant at 1% level, two-tail: except when: (+) 5% level significance;
(*) not significant)

SOURCE: European Commission (1994), Scientometrics, author's elaboration.

To examine whether or not the R-sq. found in Table XI
is due to other factors, the variables (R&D and Poevere
normalised by population size. The results show a simi ae
Sq., and the variables (including “dummy” variables) are a
Statistically significant.2®

The hypothesis is not refuted for 1981 data. In this year,
“mature” NSIs have the best performance; ECEC NSlIs have a
performancesimilar to “mature” NSls (the “dummy” variable is
Not significant); OISTS NSIis have a weaker performance than
the two others; and “Asian curbs” ranked behind them.

However, for 1992 the results were less clear.
“Mature” NSIs have, again, the best performance. Again,ECEC NSIs (although impacted by the “transition” effects)have a performance similar to “mature” Countries. But,OISTS NSIs also do not have a different Pattern from both(their “dummy” variables are not Statistically significant).“Asian curbs” NSIs keep a different Pattern.

The reasons behind 1 992 results may lie in the datatested. Table | (Comparing “ideal types” countries) shows
ee

a 3



 

i “ ”

theirtora "FCke NSis should be around 30% to 50% of
NSIs around B0% should be 70% to 90%, and OITST
Performance of “at my be expected that the relative
Categories migh ature NSIs_ would improve (and NSIight be Statistically more differentiated)

XI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This
“typology”This “typology. eaumentary and tentative NSI. misufficiently to adaptit to Non-OECDextn? NSI conceptes.

theoretical Support for a
and Non-OECD countries.

“ tching up N
"YPology” is put forward “Is as a benchmark, the tentative

Data abSUt S&T ing:Usefulness IndicatorsOo are“typology” a. the SUggested “typolon evaluate the
a ref Usi herformed. : erenc sing thep ed. Their results ©, some Statistical testcategories. '€ not inc . sts are

OMpatible with the NSIs
The introductory

must be kept in ming. The¢Plratory natur
captured by the few data anaPlexity of NSI
provide an introduction fo, the YSed in Part iT Can not be

Nalysig - These datanee
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To minimise these limitations and handicaps, further
research is necessary in at least four areas:

1) the development of the theoretical background of
the “typology”:

2) the broadening of the S&T indicators to provide
more statistical evidence for the “typology” in general;

3) the improvement of the discussion of the
differentiation within “non-mature” NSls (highlighting,
especially, a more general discussion about indicators of
technology transfer);

4) the expansion of the number of countries examined,
Introducing cases of countries that do not have even the
beginnings of NSI.

Notes

' This suggestion was present on an earlier paper (Patel & Pavitt,
1994).

* As will be shown in section IV, some OECD members can not
be considered as “mature” NSIs: Spain, Portugal, Turkey, and
Greece. These exceptions must be kept in mind. For simplicity, the
remainder of the text will use the term OECDcountries to describe
the set of “mature” NSls.

* As already putted forward, Patel & Pavitt (1994) divide OECDcountries between “myopic” and “dynamic”. Other divisions couldbe made, for instance, differentiating resource-based NSIs fromthe rest (European Commission, 1994),

4 Abramovitz (1986) mentions that the concept of “social capability”
one first suggested in an evaluation of the Japanese development.

emphasising the488) discuss the “lessons from Japan”,
to the whole process, seare 'MProvements in “social capability”

this century,



© These Categories are not incompatible with an important pointStressed by the theory of innovation: it is not Correct to considera “diffusion” a Passive process, almost Opposed to the active
“innovation” Process. “Diffusion”is not possible with effort, learning,and adaptation. Therefore it depends upon a certain kind of
continuity of innovation (Silverberg, et al., 1988),
’ This trade-off May take as reference the observations of Ostry
& Nelson (1994),

® OECD countries have different financ’But, using Studart’s (1995) suggestiothe main difference betw.
is the existence (or not)
introductory articulation b
Albuquerque (1996b),
banking activities in
(Survey: Banking in E

ial structures (Zysman, 1983).
n, it is sufficient to state thateen the OECD and Non-OECD countriesof a functional financial system. For anetween NSls and financial structures, seeFor a recent Survey of the problem involvingNon-OECD Countries, see The Economistmerging Markets, 12 April 1997),° Economic history is important to clusterLatin American countries, India and SoPolicies shaped by “import substitution Models”, for instance.

“ The &
and eae Marahy “1a, 1997, p. 24) reports for Malaysiaand 1996. annual growth Sreater than 2%, between 1978
2 Again economic 4;’ 4 © history ig ;been deeply influenceg Dae 'Mportant hsuccess of “Asian tigérgy n° Japanese Stowth and by the recentwell as the use of t, : wae are important regional factors asj

c .
economic and technologica ee! Neighbours as models fores"8 Section VII discusses One Possiby

ie Meaning Of this “ratio”.56
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. tio* Ostry & Nelson (1995) suggest this BendMele igh
“domestic/foreign patents”. The rev petdieeeced later (Becton

i ill be dise of Japanese figures. As will ‘ late: sel
aa is not so straightforward to identify the ratio jomesie
forsign patents” as a measure of technological diffusion. i
for the Japanese case, it is disputable.

i ea‘8 As mentioned earlier (section I), probably ptemilanee“non-existent” NSI category. Countries like Zam aar Aiterences
are candidatesto this classification. But, event oe to R&D, but
do exist. In 1992 Pakistan allocated 0.96% of its Monts-qranted.

had only one USPTO eeeee ee Reengeittoad a relativelyPakistan had an illiteracy level of 62%. Althoug aa mS fave ae

ar IBS <i RGD eatcee! aneeat Niehas of militarysignificant technological activities. eee C anses of thoes
R&D is very high, explaining the huge inef vseunrtig thar havaexpenditures. This case is different in other oa However,
negligible R&D expenditures (Zambia, Nigeria, for e Noistont™ NSle.
these two cases seem to be examples of no sot of countries,
Further discussions should investigate this importan

“i “ i OECD'® Although here classified as an “immature oteoweSpartak
Country) is included in the 686 firmsa th tike Perna
firm, which principal activity is “motor oedial . «sot analyeed
Greece and Turkey, they are not included in the lems Vika
in this section. Indeed, this section concentrates its an ea
“non-OECD”, “non-mature” NSls, and capitalist countries (in :

i i 1&iteri i are less rigorous than Pate” criteria of this selection
P. me - er. For example: while Spain has 8 firms in Fortune Ss
lst, onlyone Spanish firm wasincluded in the 686 large firms set.

's i i ification, the f '
'8 According to Fortune’s industrial classific on se irms
Sectors: a) petroleum refining, 15; b) mining, crude-oil Production,8; c) chemicals 6; d) electronics, 6; e) metals, 5; fj textiles, 2;
g) motor vehicles and parts, 2; h) food, 1; i) transportationequipment, 1; j) beverages, 1.

Papers as S&T indicators.

7° The Korean case, for instance, shows how its R&D pedo
i ifi j

ir

once allocated to scientific activities, were highly concentrate

57
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certain scientific disciplines. While Korean share in world scientificpublications was 0.29 in the period 1989-1993, in disciplines like“Materials Science”its share was 0.97 (Braun et al, 1995).
*! Without significant changes in USPTO Patent levels, Brazil, Koreaand Taiwan performed important reductions in the income gap.Their gaps with USA income level were reduced as follows: a)Brazil: 51,35% between 1 970 and 1980; 2) Korea: 127,59 % between1960 and 1980; c) Taiwan: 64,42% between 1960 and 1973.
” The literature surve
or ind

YS cross-section relationship at the firm and/ustrial sectors | evels (Griliches, 1990; Bound et al, 1984).

a regression model”,

24 The results of these normalised regressions found differences,between the NSIs Categories, of intercept, instead of slope. In
other words, the dummy”variables are significant for intercept.All variables are significant at 1% level. For 1981 and 1992, R-
sq. respectively 0.898 and 0.876,

esis was not refuted. This result contributes
“typology”, but does not provide

26

The statisti5: cs ofPicture of ae Patent ap plications display a more dynamicthan the Pat
6 :
Nomic Process, because their time-lag are shorterent grants Case,” The “Asian ei

rlcountry granted Fg figures for 199
fi .

‘2 are biased ian data: this
fe patents in th by Malaysian

© USPTO thaninits National Office.78 The regressionH rmali
‘

“dummy” for intercept noe by population size found variablesR-sq. is 0.838; Variables « u °f slope, ag in Table Vil). For 1981,
For 1992, R-sq. is 0.838. DyTY”for D1 and D2 not significant.is not significant. These resultsanciticant at 5% level, ag

™pPatible with Table :
——o
=
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